DALI OBERON PRESS RELEASE

DALI OBERON: REDISCOVER THE MAGIC OF MUSIC

August 2018: DALI redefines the audiophile-level loudspeaker market with the launch of
the all-new OBERON series
Introducing OBERON – the latest loudspeaker series from Danish audio experts DALI
(Danish Audiophile Loudspeaker Industries). Its mission? To bring its ethos of getting you
‘closer to the music you love’ to more ears than ever before.
Created to make genuine audio reproduction more affordable, the six-model-strong
OBERON series was conceived to bring superior stereo and surround experiences to
rooms of all sizes; and does so by incorporating key elements from DALI’s range-topping
EPICON models.
SIMPLY BETTER SOUND
Capable of dramatically reducing the distortion caused by conventional drivers, OBERON
is the first entry-level loudspeaker to incorporate DALI’s unique SMC (Soft Magnetic
Compound) technology. This, combined with DALI’s brand-new 29mm soft dome tweeter,
large DALI signature wood-fibre cones and rigid-build MDF cabinets, makes for a series of
speakers that deliver sound, from any source, exactly as it was intended to be heard.
A SWEETER SPOT
Adding convenience to cutting-edge engineering, OBERON also offers a generous sweet
spot and needn’t be toed-in (angled towards the listener), ensuring pure, well-integrated
sound at all times anywhere within the room.
The new OBERON series inherits DALI’s 35-years of exceptional audio experience and
expertise at pocket-pleasing prices.
DALI OBERON 1
Ultra-compact, but packing a mighty audio punch, the OBERON 1 is the perfect solution
for smaller rooms or discreet setups.
Sporting DALI’s brand-new 29mm soft dome tweeter and a 5¼-inch wood-fibre woofer,
OBERON 1 fills the room with refined, expressive sound, whether positioned on a bookshelf
or wall-mounted.
Packed with DALI’s proprietary technology – including the low-distortion SMC system –
the OBERON 1 is small but perfectly formed.
DALI OBERON 3
Combining ease of placement with audiophile performance, the OBERON 3’s 29mm
soft dome tweeter seamlessly integrates with its 7-inch SMC-based woofer, producing
breathtaking highs, detailed mids and tight bass.
Whether stand-mounted or placed on a bookshelf, the OBERON 3’s wide dispersion
guarantees a larger sweet spot for perfectly balanced sound at any listening axis.
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DALI OBERON 5
Designed for those who demand the purest performance from their loudspeakers, the
elegant OBERON 5 houses two 5¼-inch wood fibre woofers, combined with the series’
wide-bandwidth 29mm soft dome tweeter, to create a sound that’s detailed, articulate and
involving.
With deep bass, well-defined mid-range and strikingly clear, effortless highs, the OBERON
5 is equally at home with any music or movie soundtrack.
DALI OBERON 7
The über OBERON of the series, the 7 is the choice of the ultimate audio aficionado.  Built
for epic performance without compromise, the OBERON 7 floorstander features two
7-inch, SMC-equipped woofers, providing the mid-range and bass power to support the
ultra-lightweight soft dome tweeter. A spacious cabinet delivers the best in resoundingly
deep bass for an expressive performance that can fill even the largest of rooms.
OBERON 7 delivers the delicately detailed, beautifully balanced sound that DALI is
famous for.
DALI OBERON ON-WALL
Discreet but deceptively powerful, the OBERON ON-WALL boasts the same soft dome
tweeter and 5¼-inch woofer as its compact siblings, but also utilises DALI’s down-firing
bass port system to deliver low-end power without relying on bulky cabinet depth.
The unique combination of DALI’s technologies creates a speaker that, despite its slim-line
size, will deliver the precise, engaging audio of a much larger model, making it the ideal
choice for wall-mounted stereo systems as well as multimedia surround setups.
DALI OBERON VOKAL
The beating heart of the OBERON surround sound system, the VOKAL centre speaker
has been designed to integrate seamlessly with every other speaker in the range.
With its 29mm ultra-lightweight soft dome tweeter and two 5¼-inch wood fibre SMCbased woofers, the OBERON VOKAL can sit either directly above or below the TV
screen and upgrade any music or movie audio experience with its stunningly precise, clear
and detailed performance.
Available in 4 finishes fitting any home decor: Black, Dark Walnut, Light Oak and White.
Includes 2 new modern grilles variant in structured fabric:
Black grilles on: Dark Walnut and Black finishes
Grey grilles on: White and Light Oak finishes

For further information: please contact Product Manager Lars F. Jørgensen at lfj@dali.dk
More on OBERON and

DALI on www.dali-spe
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